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All Things for Good: The Steadfast Fidelity of Stonewall Jackson by J. 

Steven Wilkins, Cumberland House, Nashville, TN (2004). [80 Quotes selected by 

Doug Nichols.] 

1. The Leadership of Stonewall Jackson. 

Stonewall Jackson was a most surprising leader. He was almost always 

underestimated, yet he almost always overachieved. He demonstrated a kind of 

practical genius, but it was clear that this was somehow borne more from tenacity than 

from talent. His peculiar appearance, his quirky habits, and his quiet demeanor all 

seemed to belie the passionate purposefulness that ultimately made him one of the 

most admired, beloved, and inspiring figures in American history. He was a kind of 

paradox, perpetually puzzling friend and foe alike. [Page xi] 

2. Against-all-odds Determination. 

…throughout history, the greatest achievements of men and nations have usually been 

marked by a kind of against-all-odds determination. The unshakable conviction of the 

righteousness of a cause, of its destined purpose, of its providential place in the overall 

scheme of things, kept soldiers, statesman, pioneers, reformers, adventurers, 

discoverers, and creators going despite overwhelming adversity in fierce opposition. 

[Page xi] 

3. Moral Endurance Standing on Principle. 

The moral endurance necessary to stand on principle, regardless of the cost, is not a 

natural inclination for most of us. [Page xii] 

4. Jackson’s Steadfastness. 

Steadfastness in the face of adversity, opposition, or persecution must be nurtured, 

developed, and encouraged every step along the way. Somehow Jackson was able to do 

just that throughout his storied life and career. [Page xii] 

5. Indifference Not an Admired Quality. 

As Samuel Johnson observed, “Indifference in questions of importance is no amiable 

quality.” It is also no enduring quality to take a stand, we have to stand for something. 

period to hold on, we have to hold on to something tangible, substantive, and palpable. 

[Page xii] 

6. Capable of Knowing What Battles to Fight. 

Perhaps Jackson's endurance was attributable to his ability to pick his battles-- both in 

daily life and in the field of martial conflict. [Page xiii] 
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7. The Importance of Picking Where and When to Fight. 

As he said, “Picking where and when to fight is almost more important than picking 

who to fight.” At the same time, of course, he understood that sometimes our battles 

pick us; we don't necessarily pick them. We don't always have the luxury of scheduling 

testing or sickness or adversity or trial or temptation. [Page xiii] 

8. Sometimes Lost Causes Are Precisely the Right Causes. 

Perhaps Jackson's endurance was attributable to his clear-eyed reliance on God’s good 

but inscrutable providence. He knew for instance that he and his beloved country 

might ultimately lose. But he knew that to lose a battle or even a war was not to say that 

he had been wrong to undertake it in the first place. Sometimes lost causes are 

precisely the right causes. [Page xiii-xiv] 

9. Fighting When Sure of Losing. 

“Any coward can fight a battle when he's sure of winning,” George Eliot once noted, 

“but give me the man who has the pluck to fight when he's sure of losing. That's my 

way, sir; and there are many victories worse than defeat.” [Page xiv] 

10. Taking a Stand for What Is Right. 

But for Jackson, it was always far more preferable to take a stand for that which was 

right, even in defeat, than to compromise the things that mattered most, even if in 

triumph. [Page xiv] 

11. The Lost Cause. 

And more than anyone else personified the compelling and the virtuous in what 

subsequent generations would label the “Lost Cause.” --James I. Robertson. [Page xvii] 

12. One of the Most Remarkable Soldiers We Have Ever Known. 

There was not another man like him--he was born for war. His contemporaries stood in 

awe over his audaciousness and “battle sense.” His enemies feared him. His friends 

rejoiced at the mere mention of his name. Military experts and historians hint that he 

may have been the greatest military mind of all time. Lord Frederick Roberts, 

commander in chief of the British armies in the early twentieth century, went further in 

called him “one of the greatest natural military geniuses the world ever saw… As a 

campaigner in the field he never had a superior.” None less than Douglas MacArthur 

characterized him as “one of the most remarkable soldiers we have ever known.” [Page 

xvii] 
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13. Founded in the Fear of God. 

…he was a quiet, shy man whose silent courage was founded in the fear of God. He 

delighted in nothing more than spending a quiet evening with his wife. He loved to 

spend time in serene contemplation of the Bible and in prayer. He exalted in expressing 

his love to his wife in intimate letters. [Page xviii] 

14. A Soldier of the Cross. 

His fame is as lasting as the solid stones of his native hills … and yet there is for him a 

purer, nobler record--his quiet Christian walk in life, his right words, his faithful, 

manly bearing, his victory over self, his known devotion to the word of truth. He was 

indeed a soldier of the cross.--Thomas M. Boyd [Page 1] 

15. The Death of a Loved One. 

Any experience of death, especially the death of a loved one, makes life all the more 

precious, because we see first-hand how fragile and uncertain life can be. Thomas 

Jackson learned this lesson early, and throughout his brief life he was careful to use his 

time wisely and not presume upon the morrow. [Page 9] 

16. Determination and Self-discipline. 

So the circumstances of his upbringing were far from ideal, Tom learned determination 

and gained a self-discipline that had become legendary in later years. A neighbor 

described him in this way: “Tom was always an uncommonly well-behaved lad, a 

gentleman from the boy up, just and kind to everyone, never controversial, but doing 

his duty right and left.” [Page 12] 

17. The Lightburn Family Influence. 

Joe Lightburn became the first of several friends who were to have a great influence on 

Jackson’s spiritual growth. The Lightburns were devout and educated Christians and 

had a sizable library from which they allowed Tom to borrow liberally. Soon, through 

Joe's influence, Tom settled the upon two books as his favorites: the Bible and Parson 

Weem’s biography of Francis Marion, the legendary Swamp Fox of the War for 

Independence. It was his reading of the Bible, however, that transformed Tom. [Page 

15] 

18. Words and Deeds. 

“A man of words and not of deeds is like a garden full of weeds.” [Page 16] 

19. Succeeded against Overwhelming Odds. 

The time at West Point proved to be invaluable for Jackson. He had repaired his poor 

education by obtaining one of the finest available in the nineteenth century. His social 
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awkwardness and rough manners had been smoothed and polished by his training in 

interaction with others. His physical constitution had greatly strengthened and 

toughened by the rigors of drill and the demands of living at the academy. He learned 

habits of neatness and punctuality that would be characteristic throughout his life. His 

long hours of study had developed in him and unusual ability to concentrate and work 

through a problem. His exposure to the strategies and tactics of the great generals 

(particularly Napoleon) had taught him important lessons that would bear much fruit. 

He had learned submission to authority and the importance of discipline in doing one's 

duty--both of which would stand him in good stead in the future. Perhaps the most 

important of all, he had done something few believed possible for one in his 

circumstances. Tom Jackson had succeeded against overwhelming odds. It would not 

be the last time this happened. [Pages 24-25] 

20. Finding His Calling. 

His experiences during the Mexican war were nothing short of epochal for Jackson. He 

had seen first-hand the effective use of horse-drawn guns, the value of accurate 

reconnaissance, and the advantage of surprise. He had learned the effectiveness of 

flank tactics and the bold, decisive actions. He learned about logistics and supply and 

how men react in battle. He had mastered the responsibilities of an officer, 

quartermaster, and commissary. He learned that the military was his calling. The army 

provided the perfect environment for this peculiar makeup. Disciplined, orderliness, 

duty, and the stimulus of battle all enabled him to use his God-given strengths and 

minimize his weaknesses. Thomas Jackson had found the confidence that comes when 

a man finds his calling. [Page 38] 

21. A States’ Rights Man. 

Jackson had always a deep love for the Union, but he was at the same time a states’ 

rights man. Though not in favor of secession, he knew that a Union held together by 

force would not be the Union framed under the Constitution. With or without 

secession, it seemed clear now that the Union established by the Founding Fathers 

would be destroyed. And it was Jackson's view that a Union that destroyed the rights of 

the states would not be worth preserving. Still secession should not be rashly chosen. 

[Page 75] 

22. The States Had Been Invaded. 

Once the decision was made, there was no hesitation or indecision on Jackson's part. 

His duty was to support his state and oppose the destructive tyranny of the Lincoln 

administration. Mary Anna noted: “He deployed the collision most earnestly. He 

believed that patriotic statesmanship might have averted it. He loved the Union as only 

one who has fought under the flag could love it. He would have died to have saved it in 
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its purity and in its just relations. But he believed that the constitutional rights of the 

States had been invaded, and he never had a doubt as to where his allegiance was due. 

His sword belonged to his State. [Pages 78-79] 

23. Serving in a Time of War. 

The book of Ecclesiastes reminds us that there is a time for war and a time for peace. 

Jackson’s ten years of civilian life were over. The time for war had come again, and it 

was his duty to say farewell to the comforts of peace. Jackson left his beloved Lexington 

and never saw it again. [Page 80] 

24. Jackson Urged Quick and Decisive Actions. 

Then addressing Davis, he reported: “We have whipped them! They ran like dogs. Give 

me ten thousand men and I will take Washington tomorrow.” 

This was more than the enthusiasm of battle speaking. Jackson alone seemed to grasp 

the magnitude of the Confederate victory. He later said that the failure of taking 

advantage of this victory was one of the greatest mistakes of the war. Jackson 

understood, as perhaps few others did, that an extended war favored the North. When 

Davis gathered his commanders that night, however, he found that no plan for pursuit 

had been made. The army, exhausted and still overcome with the wine of victory, was 

immobile. A sterling opportunity was lost. [Page 97] 

25. God, the Author of This Victory. 

Jackson, characteristically, saw it all as a blessing from God. He wrote to Anna, 

“Yesterday we fought a great battle, and gained a great victory, for which all the glory is 

due to God alone… My preservation was entirely due, as was the glorious victory, to our 

God, to whom the all the glory, honor and praise. Whilst great credit is due on the other 

parts of our gallant army, God made my brigade more instrumental than any other in 

repulsing the main attack.” Then he added, in case this statement seemed unduly 

boastful, “This is for your information only. Say nothing about it. Let others speak 

praise, not myself.” [Page 98] 

26. A Man for Revolutionary Times. 

Upon reaching Winchester, the general rode the few blocks to his headquarters at the 

Taylor hotel, climbed the stairs to one of the rooms, and fell asleep without bothering 

to take off his uniform or boots. He had marched his army 177 miles in seventeen days. 

He had pushed his men with fury, and they had responded. Though discipline had 

broken down, it was still a smashing success. Nearly overnight Jackson became the 

most famous fighting man in the South. The Richmond Daily Dispatch reported, “In all 

the transactions of this year, Jackson has proved himself to be a man of high military 

genius. He is very daring. But always upon calculation. The acts of his which appear 
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rashest, are sure to be found the safest that could have been done… Men will follow 

such a leader anywhere… He is the man for revolutionary times.” [Page 135] 

27. Men Go Anywhere with Such a Leader. 

Jackson fame spread overseas as well. Colonel Garnet Wolseley, who would later 

become the commander in chief of all English forces, observed: “With such a leader, 

men would go anywhere and faced any amount of difficulties; and for myself, I believe 

that, inspired by the presence of such a man, I would be perfectly insensible to fatigue, 

and reckon upon success as a moral certainty… Jackson, like Napoleon, is idolised with 

that intense fervor which, consisting of mingled personal attachment and devoted 

loyalty, causes them to meet death for his sake, and bless him when dying. [Page 204] 

28. Revival in the Soldiers’ Camps. 

When revival broke out in the camps, it greatly lifted the morale of the men despite 

their physical condition. Men flocked to the worship services conducted by chaplains 

and visiting ministers, and they listened intently as the Word of God was proclaimed in 

the grace of God's forgiveness through the work of Christ was expounded. Jackson was 

delighted. He wrote to Robert Lewis Dabney: “It pleased our ever Merciful Father to 

visit my command with the rich outpouring of His Spirit. There was probably more 

than 100 inquiring the way of life in my old brigade. It appears to me that we may look 

for growing piety in many conversions in the army, for it is the subject of prayer.” [Page 

205] 

29. The Need for Diligent Chaplains. 

Jackson laid out his views of the army's need for diligent chaplains. They must be as 

devoted as the officers and men if they are to be received and viewed with respect and 

honor, he said. Lacy later recalled that Jackson added: “A good chaplain should not 

resign for any less cause than a brave officer… Otherwise the troops would be 

practically taught to feel that their performance was perfunctory and nonessential.” To 

Jackson it was vital that the men have a respect for the ministry and the ministers of 

the gospel, but the example set by many chaplains undermined this respect. Jackson 

later repeated his views in a letter to the General Assembly of the Southern 

Presbyterian Church: “Some ministers ask for leaves of absence for such trivial objects 

in comparison with the salvation of the soul, that I fear they give occasion to others to 

think that such ministers do not believe that the salvation of the soul is as important as 

they preach. It is the special province of the chaplains to look after the spiritual interest 

of the army, and I greatly desire to see them in evincing a national zeal proportional to 

the importance of their mission.” [Page 217] 
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30. Established Services and Morning Prayer in the Soldiers’ Camps. 

Jackson afterward established daily morning prayer at his headquarters for his staff. 

These meetings were not compulsory, but most of the staff faithfully attended. Prayer 

meetings were also held on Wednesday and Sunday evenings. The main service was 

held on Sunday afternoons. Both soldiers and officers (often including R. E. Lee) 

attended these meetings. Jackson was always present, beaming with joy over the sight 

of his worshipping men. Anna recorded: “General Jackson often seated himself in the 

ranks, in the midst of his humblest soldiers, setting them an example of his devout 

attention and delight in the services, and by his personal interests, leading them to 

follow the great Captain of their salvation.” [Page 220] 

31. The End of the Confederacy. 

The Confederacy's doom was in effect sealed by the death of its leading general. Lee 

could never find one who was able to understand his goals and successfully carry out 

his vision on the battlefield as Jackson had done. The cause Jackson loved and devoted 

himself to for the last three years of his brief life was unrealized and defeated. But 

Jackson's life was a testimony to grace and the victory God's grace brings. [Page 263] 

32. Be Not Offensive. 

There should be nothing in the conduct of the Christian unpleasing to the man of the 

world, unless it be it his godliness. His general behavior and address should be such as 

to offend no reasonable being, in his comity and uprightness should blunt all the 

arrows of hatred and envy. --George Winfred Hervey (This passage was marked by Jackson in his 

copy of Hervey’s The Principles of Courtesy, with Hints and Observations on Manners and Courtesy, 1856) 
[Page 265] 

33. God Was Jackson’s Friend. 

No earthly calamity can shake my hope in the future so long as God is my friend.-- 

Thomas J. Jackson [Page 267] 

34. God Was in All Jackson’s Thoughts. 

Without question, Jackson was a product of his faith. At the dedication of VMI's 

Stonewall Jackson Memorial Building on June 23, 1897, James Power Smith noted: “It 

was not only that Jackson was a religious man, but he was that rare man among men to 

whom religion was everything. The inspired Psalmist declares of the wicked man, ‘God 

is not in all his thoughts.’ The supreme fact in the character of Jackson was, that far 

beyond any man of whom we read, ‘God was in all his thoughts’. [Page 267] 
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35. Self-righteousness and Pretension. 

Jackson despised self-righteousness and religious pretension. To his mind, a Christian 

ought to be the most winsome of all people. In one of the books he studied on civility, 

he carefully marked this passage: “There should be nothing in the conduct of the 

Christian unpleasing to the man of the world, unless it be his godliness. His general 

behavior and address should be such as to offend no reasonable being, and his comity 

and uprightness should blunt all the arrows of hatred and envy.” [Page 268] 

36. The Scriptures Have the Answers for Every Activity. 

Jackson took the claims of the Scripture straightforwardly, believing that the Bible gave 

rules for every activity, thus equipping people for “every good work”. It was his view, as 

described by Robert Lewis Dabney, that “if men searched the Scriptures he would find 

precepts, an example, or general principle, applicable to every possible emergency of 

duty, no matter what was man’s calling.” [Page 272] 

37. Rev. 21:4 and Rom. 8:28. 

Jackson faithfully read the Scriptures on a daily basis, carefully marking is Bible so as 

to know particular passages and verses. Two verses became his favorites. One was 

Revelation 21: 4: “And God will wipe away every tear from their eyes; And there shall 

be no more death, nor sorrow, nor crying. There shall be no more pain, for the former 

things have passed away.” But without question, the most influential verse was Romans 

8: 28: “And we know that all things work together for good to those who love God, to 

those who are the called according to His purpose.” Repeatedly Jackson recalled this 

promise and leaned heavily on it through the many crises of his short life. [Page 274] 

38. “We Will Talk about That Tomorrow.” —the Sabbath. 

Jackson's interest in the Scriptures was not merely intellectual. He wanted to learn in 

order to obey. One of the commands of God that he believed to be largely ignored with 

the fourth commandment. He honored the Lord to the best of his ability. Already noted 

was his concern for the national observance of the Sabbath by prohibiting the 

movement of the mails on Sunday. Taking a text of Isaiah 58: 13-14 literally, Jackson 

sought to avoid any discussion of secular topics on Sunday. If any topic was raised that 

he believed did not suit proper Sabbath conversation, he would say, “We will talk about 

that tomorrow.” [Page 274] 

39. Sunday School Class for His Slaves. 

Dear to his heart was the Sunday School Class he began for slaves in 1855 in Lexington. 

He faithfully and financially supported that class while he was in the field with his 

army. [Page 275] 
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40. A Man of Prayer. 

It was joked of Jackson that he was always praying when not fighting. In reality he 

often prayed while fighting. Jackson prayed every morning and every night, before each 

decision and prior to every battle. He prayed more for his men’s conversions than for 

their victories. He prayed that they would be an army of the living God and of their 

country. [Page 277] 

41. Prayer—Faithful Obedience. 

Jackson's firm belief that the scriptural doctrine of predestination did not in the least 

dampen his zeal to pray. It was his view (as that of John Calvin himself) that God 

ordained both the means as well as the ends. Prayer was one of the God-appointed 

means by which individual obtained his preordained blessings. Thus the doctrine of 

predestination did not encourage presumption but faithful obedience. The Lord himself 

commanded that his people, “Ask, eat, and knock,” for he who asks receives, he who 

seeks finds, and to him who knocks it shall be open. Thus no one more rightly expect 

God's blessing apart from prayer. [Page 280- 281] 

42. Concern for Salvation of Both Slave and Freemen. 

Jackson was devoted to the spreading of the gospel, and this concern extended to both 

slaves and freemen. His burden for the spiritual welfare of slaves prompted him to start 

a Sunday School Class for children and young people on Sunday afternoons. [Page 283] 

43. Veneration of Jackson from Slaves and His Courtesy toward Them. 

Jackson's concern for the well-being of the slaves in his class was deep and sincere. He 

issued monthly reports to their owners, delivering them in person. When necessary, he 

conferred with families about the behavior of his pupils. He learned their names and 

addressed them by name in class and out. They affectionately called him “Marse 

Major.” He always treated them with respect. One of Jackson's friends noted that “it 

was pleasant to walk about the town, and see the veneration with which the Negroes 

saluted him, in his unfailing courtesy towards them.” [Page 285] 

44. Many Blacks Followed into the Lord’s Work through Jackson’s Sunday 

School Class. 

Jackson’s efforts bore fruit for many years. The class continued until the late 1880s. 

Numerous students went from this Sunday school class to be trained for the ministry to 

continue the work Jackson had begun. No fewer than three black churches were started 

by graduates of Jackson Sunday school class. One of these still stands in Roanoke VA 

(Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church). On the wall of the sanctuary is a stained-glass 

window dedicated to Jackson's memory. It depicts a small Confederate camp beside a 

peaceful river. Across the river is a grove of shade trees. The inscription under the 
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scene reads, “Let us cross over the river and rest under the shade of trees”-- Jackson's 

last words. A second line of inscription reads, “In memory of ‘Stonewall’ Jackson”. 

[Page 287] 

45. Spread the Knowledge of Christ and the Gospel. 

Jackson could not imagine anything that would be greater than spending his time 

spreading the knowledge of Christ and the gospel. Not being able to do this, however, 

he determined to do all in his power to assist the ministers of the gospel in their work. 

He was always encouraging ministers to spend time with their troops, and he attended 

as many services with his men as he was able. [Page 290] 

46. Contentment with One’s Calling and Gifts. 

Contentment in one’s calling and with one’s gifts is a mark of maturity and a 

foundation for the great usefulness. In a world pervaded with self-centered envy, this 

lesson needs to be remembered. [Page 291] 

47. Loved His Wife as Christ Loved the Church. 

The Bible tells us that houses and riches are inheritances from fathers, but “a prudent 

wife is from the Lord” (Proverbs 19: 14). Jackson sincerely believed this and acted 

accordingly. He is a stirring example of how a man is to love his wife as Christ loves the 

church. [Page 295] 

48. Just an Ordinary Man. 

In a day when image is everything, it is amazing to study a man for whom image meant 

almost nothing. He never forgot that he was just an ordinary man who had been chosen 

to perform some rather extraordinary deeds. In his view, all that he was and all that he 

accomplished was a gift of God's mercy and goodness. Boastfulness, therefore, was the 

height of folly. Though he became one of the most famous individuals of the nineteenth 

century, no one ever saw the least arrogance or pretension in Jackson. [Page 303] 

49. Choosing Good Models. 

One of the most influential books in Jackson life, aside from the Bible, was Lord 

Chesterfield's Letters to His Son. From this work Jackson drew one of his favorite 

quotations:  

We are, in truth, more than half what we are by imitation. The great point is, to 

choose good models, and study them with care. People insensibly contract, not 

only the air, the manners, and the vices, of those with whom they commonly 

converse, but their virtues too, and even their way of thinking...Persist, therefore 

in keeping the best company, and you will sensibly become like them. [Page 307] 
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50. Forgiving and Seeking Forgiveness. 

One of the forgotten duties of the Christian life is forgiving and seeking forgiveness. 

This is no small default. It can hardly be a small thing when the Savior Himself remarks 

that if we do not forgive others, neither will our Father forgive us (Matthew 6: 14- 15). 

The fact that God has forgiven us is to be our supreme motivation to seek to be 

reconciled with others. When there is an offense, an effort at reconciliation is required 

even if you are not the cause of the offense. If you are at fault, you are to seek out your 

brother and seek reconciliation (Matthew 5: 23- 24). Even if the fault is not yours, you 

still have the responsibility to pursue reconciliation (Matthew 18: 15). Whenever there 

is an offense, it is your responsibility to seek to restore fellowship. Ideally, both parties-

--offender and the offended--would meet each other on the way to seeking forgiveness. 

[Page 313] 

51. Integrity. 

But nothing was more important to Thomas J. Jackson than his integrity. He was 

nothing if not a man of his word. [Page 325] 

52. Sacrifice your life rather than your word. 

One of the maxims he inscribed in his personal notebook gives insight into his extreme 

concern for honesty and integrity: “Sacrifice your life rather than your word.” [Page 

327] 

53. Jackson Was a Slow Learner. 

Intellectual pursuits were always a challenge for Jackson. School was hard and 

required of him the utmost effort. Consequently, he could not afford the luxury of play 

when learning came with such difficulty. His days at West Point were framed around 

the hours he had to spend in study. He was a fast reader but a slow learner, and thus he 

had to spend hours seeking to learn what took others only minutes. [Page 329] 

54. Jackson Did Not Imbibe in Strong Drink. 

Once doing reconnaissance in the winter of 1862, he became very cold, he became so 

chilled that his doctor became alarmed for his safety and urged him to take a stimulant. 

Nothing was at hand but a bottle of whiskey, and Jackson consented to take some. He 

took a swallow, he grimaced and seemed to have difficulty swallowing it. The doctor 

asked him if it was unpleasant, “No,” said Jackson “No, I like it; I always did; and that 

is why I never use it.” 

Jackson once observed to aid Henry Kyd Douglas, “I can sip whiskey or brandy with a 

spoon with the same pleasure the most delicious coffee or cordial would give you. I'm 

the fondest man of liquor in this army and if I indulge my appetite, I would have been a 
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drunkard, but liquors are not good for me. I question whether they are much good for 

anyone.” It was this natural love for alcoholic beverages that provoked his decision to 

abstain from them. He once asked his friend Alexander Boteler, “Colonel, do you know 

why I habitually abstain from intoxicating liquors?” And he explained, “Because I like 

the taste of them. When I discovered this to be the case, I made up my mind at once to 

do without them altogether.” It was his love for the taste of distilled alcohol that 

provoked the comment that he was more afraid of whiskey “than of Federal bullets.” 

[Page 331] 

55. Denying One’s Self. 

Jackson took seriously the Savior’s command that anyone who would be his disciple 

must deny himself. He concluded that it is only the one who is willing to die to his own 

selfish concerns was able to live to the glory of God. He was right. [Page 333] 

56. Strong Believer in Observing the Sabbath. 

Having the courage of one's convictions is a rare thing. Compromise has become a way 

of life. Jackson was different from the majority. He was well known for his faithfulness 

to his convictions. Once he determined a position or a principle that he believed to be 

beneficial, he stuck to it without variation or compromise. 

One of his first Christian convictions was adherence to the fourth commandment. 

Jackson believed that the Sabbath was ordained by God for rest and worship, and so he 

avoided all unnecessary labor and nonreligious activities on that day. He sought to 

spend the day in the works of “necessity and mercy”, as they are described in The 

Westminster Shorter Catechism. Thus he refused to read a newspaper, discussed 

secular subjects, or write letters on Sunday. He gave himself to worship and to his 

Sunday school class as well as to other acts of fellowship and kindness. [Page 334] 

57. Strict Adherence to Principle. 

The general’s view of war was also a result of strict adherence to principle. The 

Northerners were invaders, attempting to force the Southern states to violate a 

principle fought for once before during the Revolutionary War. To forsake it now would 

be to forfeit a liberty purchased by the blood of the forefathers as well as showing 

callous regard for the well-being of future generations. Fighting was not only justified, 

but fighting with the greatest vigor was demanded. And men should fight without 

regard to their reputations or the consequences that might be fall them. [Page 337] 

58. Gradual Emancipation. 

Most Christians in the South had little sympathy for the slave trade and thought it a 

great sin. But slavery as an institution was assumed to be legitimate, although it 

certainly gave ruthless individuals more opportunity to do evil. Southerners in the mid 
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-nineteenth century were predominantly in favor of gradual emancipation but opposed 

to immediate abolition--as was championed by radical abolitionists. [Page 338] 

59. Faithful Family Worship and Church Attender. 

All in the household was required to attend family worship faithfully (always promptly 

at 7:00 a.m. daily) as well as worship at the Lexington Presbyterian Church every 

Lord's day, sitting with Jackson in his pew. The story is told that after a balcony had 

been built in the church, a deacon asked Jackson if he would like his servants to sit in a 

balcony with some other slaves. Jackson replied briefly and pointedly, “No, my children 

sit with me.” [Page 341] 

60. Sought after the Well-being of Slaves around Jackson. 

Jackson agreed with the majority in the South. Slavery was a problem, but all the 

proposed cures (with the exception of gradual emancipation) were worse than the 

disease and seemed to contain the potential for causing more troubles than the status 

quo. Jackson left the political solution to the politicians and confine himself to seeking 

the well-being of the slave population around him. His concern for their spiritual well-

being, his compassion for their physical care, his unnumbered acts of kindness, and his 

love and sympathy won the hearts of the slaves in Lexington in the surrounding region. 

[Page 342] 

61. Lightened the Burdens of a Bad Situation. 

Unlike many of the Pharisees of his day, Jackson did not love only in word or tongue, 

but in deed and in truth. He did not allow the imperfections of the world around him to 

quelch his compassion. There was little he could do to change the legal status of the 

slaves. He was helpless to change the hearts of others. But he still did all he could to 

lighten the burdens of a bad situation. In this he stands as an example to us all. [Pages 

342- 343] 

62. War Was a Great Evil. 

To Jackson, war was a great evil, something to be avoided if at all possible. He knew the 

terrors of war in a way most people of the South did not, and so he was greatly desirous 

to see peace maintained. [Page 344] 

63. The South Fight for Rights within the Union. 

Jackson understood that the Union was voluntary, meaning each state had the right to 

withdraw if a believed succession was in its best interest. Yet he was not in favor of 

secession. Although lawful, he did not believe secession was wise or that it would prove 

beneficial to the Southern states. Jackson was well aware of the arguments for 

secession and agreed with many of the claims of the firebrands--that the South was 
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being discriminated against economically and socially by the policies of the federal 

government. He was, according to his wife, affirm from states’ rights man. Even so, he 

did not believe that southern states were better off by withdrawing from the Union. He 

sincerely believed in the importance of maintaining the rights of the various states 

against federal encroachments, but he also thought that the South should fight for its 

rights within the Union rather than out of it. [Pages 344- 345] 

64. Fought for Defeat of Those against Peace and Liberty. 

It was Jackson's view that when war comes, one must fight with all vigor and seek to 

make the time of conflict as short as possible so that peace may soon be restored. He 

did not fight to preserve slavery. He did not fight to gain honor or fame. He fought to 

defeat those whom he saw as the enemies of peace and constitutional liberty. [Page 

347] 

65. A Peacemaker. 

Jackson understood what it meant to be a peacemaker. War is not to be courted or 

provoked. But when life and liberty are at stake, and the enemy will not be dissuaded 

by peaceful means from attacking, violence exercised in defense is not only permissible 

but also required as a manifestation of one's love for one's neighbors. 

This principled position on such an emotional subject as war is needed today. Fanatical 

patriotism and cowardly pacifism can both lead to death and dishonor. [Page 347] 

66. No Invaders from the North. 

I see myself in this war, if the North triumph, a dissolution of the bonds of all 

society. It is not alone the destruction of our property (which both the nation and 

states are bound to protect), but it is the prelude to anarchy, infidelity, and the 

ultimate loss of free responsible government on this continent. With these 

convictions, I always thought we ought to meet the federal invaders on the outer 

verge of just right and defense, and raise at once the black flag, viz., “No quarter 

to the violators of our homes and firesides.” [Page 349] 

67. The North Was an Invader Taking Away Liberty. 

To the modern ears this sounds unduly harsh, but Jackson's view of how the South 

sought conduct the war needs to be seen in a particular context. From the outset, it was 

Jackson's view that the civil war was different from other wars. In his view the South 

had acted lawfully, exercising its constitutional rights to withdraw from a voluntary 

union to form an independent country. This new nation had now been lawlessly 

invaded by a foreign power that was seeking to take away the Southerners’ liberty and 

subjugate them by brute force. The war should not be about commercial advantage, 

states’ rights, some point of honor, and certainly not about boundary lines. The war's 
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greatest issue was freedom, and that should be the issue that guided the Southern 

strategy. [Pages 349- 350] 

68. Required to Protect Your Family. 

If an intruder breaks into your home, you are allowed--indeed you are required--to 

protect your family. The intruder forfeits all right to leniency by his lawless act of 

breaking in. If he knows you are determined to stand your ground and give him no 

quarter, he is less likely to persist in his efforts. [Page 350- 351]  

69. Serious in His Role of Chairman of Deacons at Church. 

When Jackson was elected to the board of deacons at the First Presbyterian Church of 

Lexington, he accepted his responsibility as a divine order and calling. William White 

noted that no deacon ever took the position so seriously. At the first meeting of the 

diaconate, Jackson was chosen as chairman. He ran the board with a tight hand. When 

one of the deacons missed the monthly meeting, Jackson saw him the next day and 

remarked, “We missed you last night.” The man responded that he had had another 

engagement. Jackson was astonished. “How could you have another engagement,” he 

asked, “when you were already engaged at that hour to attend to the Lord's business?” 

Jackson could not imagine taking one’s duty—and especially duty to Christ--so lightly. 

[Page 354] 

70. The Right Sort of Man. 

Jackson once described the “right sort of man” to an aide. The man whom Jackson 

admired was “one always striving to do his duty and never satisfied if anything can be 

done better”. This is exactly the sort of man Jackson strove to be throughout his life. 

[Page 356] 

71. Always in the Lead. 

Sergeant George William Peterkin of the Twenty-first Virginia wrote, “I have a great 

deal of confidence in General Jackson and think any order from him is all right. He is… 

a humble Christian. When danger is to be faced our general is always in the lead. [Page 

358] 

72. A Great Military Man. 

He was compared with the greatest military men of history: Alexander, Cromwell, and 

Napoleon. British commander Colonel Garnet Joseph Wolseley judged Jackson’s 

military leadership to be equal of the great French commander. He wrote, “With such a 

great leader men would go anywhere, and faced any amount of difficulties; and for 

myself, I believe that, inspired by the presence of such a man, I would be perfectly 

insensible to fatigue, and reckon upon success is a moral certainty” [Page 361] 
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73. A Very Humble Man. 

He was more than once humiliated by the claim he gained among people and sought to 

tell them how inappropriate it was. In a thank you note to one southern lady who sent 

him a gift package, he emphasized the danger of placing her confidence in him or in 

any mortal: 

You must not overestimate me in the work. I have been but the unworthy 

instrument whom it pleased God to use in accomplishing His purpose. My prayer 

is that God will soon bless our country with an honorable peace in that we may be 

that “People whose God is the Lord.” [Page 363] 

74. Protected the Well-being of His Men. 

His strategy was not popular, and he received a good deal of pointed criticism for it. In 

his mind, however, the benefits for the army were worth any criticism he had to 

endure. 

This is exactly the sort of choice leaders are often called upon to make. They must 

adopt positions that provoke criticism of themselves but which are good for those 

under their charge. Leadership is not always fun or popular, but to successful leaders 

are willing to sacrifice their popularity for the good of others. Jackson chose to sacrifice 

the favor of some in order to be able to protect the well-being of his men. It was a wise 

choice. [Page 367] 

75. One of the Most Influential Leaders in the World. 

Jackson was a hero who was killed at the height of his fame and success. His military 

genius was only surpassed by his piety. He was never forgotten. 

Yet he was the most unlikely leader imaginable. He had none of the qualities that 

people believed to be essential for leadership. He did not come from a prominent 

family. He was not intellectually gifted. He did not have impressive physical 

characteristics or social skills. He did not make friends easily, nor did he have a large 

number of friends. Jackson was able to overcome these obstacles, and he became one 

of the most influential leaders the world has ever seen. [Page 372] 

76. Academics Were Extremely Hard for Jackson. 

Jackson academic attainments came only at the expense of the most severe labor. 

Nothing came easy for him. When it came to learning, everything was a challenge and 

every accomplishment was hard earned. But this produced in Jackson a steely 

determination that served him well in the trying times of personal afflictions and in the 

trials of war period [Page 373] 
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77. Humility and Courtesy Were Marks of Jackson’s Character. 

He did not have a great personality. He was socially awkward and had no natural sense 

of humor. What most often impress people was not his natural gift grace or charm but 

his sincere humility. James Power Smith noted, “No one whoever entered his house or 

obtained access to his office and his corps headquarters can forget the marked courtesy 

with which he was received. His attention was the same to his guest whether it was a 

General commanding, or a private soldier. [Page 373- 374] 

78. A Sincere Fear of God. 

There was an obvious self forgetfulness about Jackson that disarmed everyone who 

came into contact with him. Most went away from his presence in disbelief that the 

humble, quiet attentive man they had just met could possibly have been the world 

famous military leader. 

He had none of the things usually held to be essential for leadership. All he had was a 

sincere fear of God--and it was this that made him the man he was and that procured 

for him the respect of all who were around him. God made him great. [Page 374] 

79. Being Faithful.   

Stonewall Jackson did not set out to be great. He simply devoted himself to pleasing 

God in everything he did. If there is any key to his greatness it was this devotion. As the 

inspired chronicler notes: “The eyes of the Lord run two and fro throughout the whole 

earth, to show himself strong on behalf of those whose heart is loyal to him” (2 

Chronicles 16: 9). If we will but devote ourselves to being faithful, God will ensure that 

we will be useful. [Page 375] 

80. Imitate His Humble Trust in the Creator. 

This is Jackson's greatest legacy, and this is the reason we must remember him and 

others like him. Not only must we remember him, we must emulate him. Not that we 

will have the ability or opportunity to perform heroic feats in battle, most of us will 

never be in a position to do so but we must imitate him in his humble trust in his 

Creator. This is ultimately the key to all true leadership. Without men like Jackson, our 

nation will end up like the other great and mighty nations of the history who have 

forgotten God. We must pray that God makes us men like Jackson--true warriors, 

soldiers of the cross. [Page 375] 

 


